
STORYTELLING GUIDE

*This document has been extracted and summarised from Tourism and Events Queensland - Extraordinary

Experiences through Storytelling.

Storytelling is the interactive art of using words and actions to reveal the elements and images of a story,

while encouraging the listener’s imagination.

It’s about striking a balance between facts and activities (the functional) and engaging, amazing and

memorable elements (the emotional). You want your story to be the first story every visitor tells when they

get home, or even better the story they share on social media.

Interpretation tends to serve a more formal, interactive educational purpose, while storytelling embraces a

more casual entertainment and personal engagement approach. Both are valuable techniques that are often

used together as they stimulate and provoke an audience, with the aim of forging an emotional and

intellectual connection with the interpreter/ storyteller.

Successful storytelling not only results in every guest leaving with the story of why your business is so special,

but why the tale is worth sharing. It’s about casting a lasting impression and inspiring them to return for

more. Your guests will become your best ambassadors, sharing the story of your brand and your destination.

The benefits to your business are endless and may include:

● Increase word-of-mouth business

● Repeat visitation

● Additional media publicity and coverage

● An opportunity to innovate without a large expense

● Giving your regional, state and national tourism bodies a reason to talk about your product

Good stories compel people to change the way we feel, think, act and behave. But why?

Stories demand an emotional investment, they pique and hold interest, bring energy and passion to the

message and cause us to take action. Even if your product or business doesn’t have an obvious story, you can

create one.

Five Steps to Successful Storytelling

● Be clear on your audience

● Discover your story

● Develop your story

● Deliver your story

● Keep evolving

Be clear on your audience

When you are clear on your audience, it is much easier to connect them with your story. Think of your

current audience and understand their demographics and psychographics. Then identify who your ideal

audience is and do the same.
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Discover Your Story

What value does your business deliver? This is your Value Proposition or your Unique Selling Proposition

(USP). It is a factor about your business that makes you different or sets you apart from your competition.

Above all else, be authentic. Travel is inherently personal and so is delivering a great tourism experience. You

need to make the experience memorable for all the right reasons. Your stories should be genuine and are

correct in factual detail. If they are fictional, acknowledge this and give them links to reality to increase their

impact. Authentic stories create an emotional creation.

Develop Your Story

The best stories don’t just happen or write themselves, they are well planned to contain key elements, follow

an engaging theme and inject emotional connection at the right times.

Follow the TORE Model for thematic communication developed by Sam Ham.

Classic storytelling always follows a clear and simple structure to keep your audience engaged. Simply, this

includes a Start, Middle and End. Other structures include:
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● The Monomyth

● The Mountain

● Nestled Loops

● Sparklines

● In Medias Res

● Converging Ideas

● False Start

● Petal

There are a number of mediums that you could use to communicate your story. We recommend trialling a

few and seeing what works. Face-to-face delivery through guided tours, re-enactments or simply talking to

your guests is always the most effective and popular way to communicate, however it isn’t always available.

Other mediums include: story panels or signage, booklets, written format (e.g. blogs, social posts), audio or

video tours.

Deliver Your Story

A strong initial concept and clear structure provide the foundation for a great story. However the skills in

imparting the story are still important and in many businesses different staff will be telling the same story to

guests on the next scheduled tour or shift.

Your greatest asset is empowering your storytellers with training to build confidence and quality in their

delivery. Make full use of your staff’s knowledge, skills and enthusiasm. Encourage them to contribute to the

process of perfecting your story by sharing ideas and listen to their experiences of feedback on the frontline.

Encourage your storytellers to:

● Train their vocal skills

● Deliver various interactions

● Utilise non-verbal communication

● Grow their knowledge depth

● Repeat, repeat, repeat.

Keep Evolving

No matter how good your story is, it must evolve to stay relevant and to do this, you need to observe what

impact your story is having on how your guests feel and how they share it with others.

Try to keep the subject matter current. Using modern references that are relevant to your audience will make

it easier to connect and share. Storytelling must work for your guests and your business.

Evaluate your success to improve your storytelling technique. Talk to your guests and see if they are

interested in your story, monitor your social media stats and engagement, see how engaged your guests are

with the storyteller, understand guest and staff satisfaction (e.g. reviews, surveys).

Story Topics and Ideas

Here are some story topic ideas to consider:
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● How your business began with a dream

● Your brand’s meaning and importance to you

● Your local place and the features you love

● Local traditions

● Anecdotes about objects or animals

● Your people/team/colleagues

● Your buildings, vehicle or infrastructure

● A local symbol or metaphor for a larger meaning

● Personal stories about struggle, tragedy and triumph, or funny incidents

● Dramatic or historic events - battles, events, escapes and adventures

● Myths and legends

● A famous person who has shaped or visited your locality or region

● Current events in the media

● A positive current social or political issue

● What defines the social, cultural and historical context of your region

Share your story

It would be a mistake to think that delivering your story starts and finishes when your guests are onsite.

Nothing could be further from the truth, the storytelling journey needs to start long before your guests even

arrive.

Consider sharing your story through the following mediums:

Images Newspapers Magazines

Brochures and flyers Television Media releases

Souvenirs Media and trade famils Websites

Newsletters Blogs Social Media Platforms

Need more ideas?

Here are three story ideas that you can share via social media or your blog that will help attract and convert

more of your ideal customers to visit your business.

● Inspiring Stories - how can you inspire someone to visit?

● Helpful Stories - what problems can you solve?

● Unusual Stories - what happens behind the scenes?
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